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principles

•the reader is more 
important than the writer

•the style must be 
consistent with the purpose

•clear, simple writing 
increases understanding

•logical organization shows 
how ideas connect
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principles

•the readers needs to know 
how to find information

•information sources must 
be given credit

•correct grammar, 
punctuation, and word 
choice enhance credibility—
and understanding
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academic writing
#1 concept to understand:

focused information

to a targeted audience,

stated clearly and in

a logical order

th
is

 is
 w

hat
 y

ou 
do

6

before writing

Identify and 
understand your 

reader



4 elements of style

Formality

Complexity

Objectivity

Depth
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formality

formality = language register

formality = interpersonal 
connection

formality = level of intimacy
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5 levels of formality

Intimate
requires high level of commonality, 
doesn’t require standard English use, 
heavily personal and subjective, 
private feelings

inside jokes, personalized language, 
social and emotional closeness
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5 levels of formality

Casual
requires common experiences, doesn’t 
require standard English use, culturally 
defined language use, slang, social 
connections, personal, feelings

“That flag thing gonna be a blast.”
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5 levels of formality

Social
public language, common expressions 
within a community, generally uses 
standard English, personalized 
language, subjective

“The flag raising’s gonna be at noon.”
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5 levels of formality

Formal
strictly uses standard English, 
objective language, standard 
definitions, no shared connection, 
broadly public

“The flag raising ceremony will begin 
at noon.”
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5 levels of formality

Professional
strictly uses standard English, 
objective language, field-specific 
jargon, no shared connection, 
specialized language

“The presentation of the colors will 
begin at noon.”
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5 levels of formality

14

Intimate Casual Social Formal Professional

Usage for Academic Writing



do this

TASK A:
Identify the formality levels

for the 9 statements
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complexity

number of modifiers

levels of description
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complexity

More modifiers  more complex

More complex more difficult to 
understand

More difficult to understand weak 
communication with the reader
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complexity levels

Simple
“Lisa bought a red car.”

Moderate
“When the day ended, Lisa, a sales 
clerk at the downtown market, bought 
a red car.”
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complexity levels

Complex
“When the day ended, which couldn’t 
have happened soon enough, given 
the type of day she had had, Lisa, a 
sales clerk at the downtown market, a 
grimy, dark nook in an old building, 
bought what she mistakenly thought 
was a new, or, at the worst, slightly 
used, red car.”
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complexity

More on this later…

Wait until we get to 
sentence patterns 
for academic writing
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objectivity

the degree to which 
you talk about yourself
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individual perspective

YOUR

thoughts

feelings

opinions

beliefs

values

experiences
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individual perspective

not credible

not informative

not persuasive

not applicable

not formal

not academic
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objectivity
word choice

moral judgments

opinions

personal pronouns
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word choice

remove opinion-revealing words

“The marketing plan indicates exciting 
opportunities for the company.”

“The friendly sales associates will greet 
our valued customers by name.”
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judgments and opinions
beliefs and preaching words
“…I think the party’s big enough to 
have moderates, and we should have 
moderates.”

“The WHO should provide funding for 
sanitation projects in third-world 
countries. This will reduce the 
incidence of diarrhea.”
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strategies

Use facts,
change opinions to facts,

or
state others’ opinions.
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do this

TASK B:
Revise the sentences to remove

personal perspectives
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concise writing

Say what needs to be said, 
then stop.
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concise writing

“action objects”

possessives

adverbial phrases

adjectival phrases

multi-layered descriptions

related sentences
30



action objects

action object
object of a verb that names an action

What are the verb and object?
“The subjects communicated their 
responses through an online survey.”
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action objects

Use action objects as main verbs

“The subjects communicated their
responses through an online survey.”

“The subjects responded through an 
online survey.”
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apostrophe S vs. prepositional phrase

“The purpose of the CEO is to create 
an environment for efficiency.”

The CEO’s purpose is to create
an environment for efficiency.”

possessives
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adverbial phrases
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adverbs vs. adverbial phrases
how, when, why, in what manner

Use a single word, not the definition
“Wrote in a manner that used few 
words to convey the message.”
“Wrote succinctly.”



adjectival phrases

35

adjectives vs. adjectival phrases

Use a single term, not the definition

“…low-income people….”

“…needy families and other financially 
challenged persons….”

multi-layered description
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subject

description description

description



multi-layered description

how many layers:

“The data collected by researchers 
from the university best known for 
education programs, according to 
Educ. Weekly, show that teachers 
prevent abuse.”
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related sentences

two similar sentences 

one combined sentence
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related sentences

Which is the main idea?

“Researchers finished mapping the 
gene group. Researchers used 
proprietary technologies to map the 
gene group.”
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pick one; make the other subordinate

do this

TASK C
revise sentences to make them 

more concise
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simple writing

When you use simple, non-complex, 
sentences in your writing, whether you 
are writing a business document, such 
as a report, or personal letter, you 
increase the likelihood that your 
reader will read and understand the 
message you wish to communicate.

41

Now, what this means in 4 words....

simple writing

Simple writing
improves communication.
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sentences

direct writing

8 sentence patterns 
for academic writing
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basic concept

Who did what to 
whom?

44



central question

What are the 

subject and verb?

45
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central question

Writing:
Are the subject and verb
“up front” and together?

Editing:
Can I easily identify
the main point of the sentence?

th
is

 is
 w

hat
 y

ou 
do
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front loading

Your sentence, basic:

A .

subject and verb go here additional description goes here

48

front loading

Your sentence, delayed:

a .,
subject and verb

go here
additional description

goes here
some description

here
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front loading
The museum explores how the West’s various 
cultures clashed and blended over 400 years of 
written and spoken memory. 

As it turned out, the threatened battle for Raton 
Pass collapsed quietly. 

In spite of this line-up, the Rio Grande had more 
men. 

They ruled Las Vegas for over two years, until the 
people of the town finally threw them out. 
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front loading
Gen. W.J. Palmer and his men stood down, 
lowering their weapons and giving up, and 
the Santa Fe Railway claimed the prize. 

(exercise 3)



washboard effect

subjects
create

“bumps”
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washboard effect

52

subject subject subject

at
te

nt
io

n

sentences



washboard effect
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R
ea

de
r 

In
te

re
st

string of sentences

sentence patterns

8 sentence patterns

for academic writing

D = Description

S = Subject

V = Verb

O = Object
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S–V–O

Simple sentence

“The computer desktop provides
access to your files.”
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D + S–V–O

Simple sentence with a simple 
introductory description

“As designed, the computer desktop
provides access to your files.”
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S–V–O + S–V–O

Compound simple sentence

“The computer desktop provides 
access to your files, and the external 
hard drive stores back-up files.”
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D + S–V–O + S–V–O

Compound simple sentence with a 
simple introductory description

“According to the user manual, the 
computer desktop provides access to 
your files, and the external hard drive
stores back-up files.”
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S–V–O + V–O

Simple sentence with a compound 
predicate

“The computer desktop provides
access to your files and contains
shortcuts to common programs and 
folders.”
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S–V–O + O

Simple sentence with a compound 
object

“The computer desktop provides
access to your files and critical 
information about your computer.”
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S+D–V–O or S–V+D–O

Simple sentence with a descriptive 
phrase for the subject or verb

“The computer desktop, your starting 
point, provides access to your files.”
“The computer desktop provides, as 
simply as possible, access to your 
files.”
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Sentence + D

Add a descriptive phrase to the end of 
the previous patterns

“The computer desktop provides access to your 
files, which is handy when you need to locate a file 
quickly.”

“The computer desktop provides access to your 
files, and the external hard drive stores back-up 
files, thus providing two ways to access all files.”
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do this

TASK D
Identify the sentence types.

Put an X next to sentences that
do not follow any of the types.
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paragraphs

core concept

3 Cs of paragraph 
structure
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Paragraphs look like this:

1 idea per paragraph

¶1: one idea

¶2: one idea

¶3: one idea

¶4: one idea

¶5: one idea
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good paragraph
In colonial New Mexico, the act of chronicling and 
remembering was taken up by the top officials in civil and 
ecclesiastical government, secretaries and scribes alike. One 
of the early contributions is Fray Juan de Torquemada's
Monarquia Indiana. Documentos para la Historia de Nuevo 
Mexico, though compiled in 1856, contained the official 
reports of the friars and other church authorities and covered 
most of the eighteenth and part of the seventeenth century. 
Beyond these official accounts, historical consciousness was 
also developed through the delicacy and strength of orality
and memory. 

Idea: How early NM History was remembered
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paragraphs

3 Cs of paragraphs
Context

Content

Conclusion

th
is

 is
 w

hat
 y

ou 
do

Writing:
How do I build up to my main point?

Editing:
Does this paragraph lead me to a main point?

68

Context

What’s the idea of the paragraph?
what you do: introduce the idea

How does it relate to previous idea?
what you do: create the transition
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Context
After the Railroad Wars, a number of the Santa 
Fe’s gunslingers moved to Las Vegas, N.M. 
You’ve heard how rough Dodge City, 
Deadwood, and Tombstone were. Las Vegas, 
N.M., was the worst of the worst. A group of 
desperados including “Mysterious” Dave 
Mather, “Dirty” Dave Rudabaugh, and J.J. Webb 
set themselves up as lawmen under Justice of 
the Peace Hoodoo Brown. This group, known as 
the Dodge City Gang, . . . .

(source: http://www.nmhistorymuseum.org/news.php?id=63)

70

Content

What’s the information about the idea?
what you do: provide supporting 

information

Does each sentence relate to the idea?
what you do: add and remove sentences
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content
After the Railroad Wars, a number of the Santa Fe’s 
gunslingers moved to Las Vegas, N.M. You’ve heard how 
rough Dodge City, Deadwood, and Tombstone were. Las 
Vegas, N.M., was the worst of the worst. A group of 
desperados including “Mysterious” Dave Mather, “Dirty” Dave 
Rudabaugh, and J.J. Webb set themselves up as lawmen 
under Justice of the Peace Hoodoo Brown. This group, known 
as the Dodge City Gang, participated in train and stagecoach 
robberies, organized cattle rustling, and were said to have 
been responsible for multiple lynchings and murders. They 
ruled Las Vegas for over two years, until the people of the 
town finally threw them out. As Governor Bradford Prince said, 
“In the old days one could rule New Mexico by coercion, 
threats, and bulldozing. That seemed to succeed until the 
railroad came.”
(source: http://www.nmhistorymuseum.org/news.php?id=63)
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conclusion

What’s the point of the information?
what you do: draw the conclusion, 
supported by the content
what you do: provide the “take-away”
lesson

How does it relate to the next idea?
what you do: create the transition
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conclusion
This group, known as the Dodge City Gang, participated in 
train and stagecoach robberies, organized cattle rustling, and 
were said to have been responsible for multiple lynchings and 
murders. They ruled Las Vegas for over two years, until the 
people of the town finally threw them out. As Governor 
Bradford Prince said, “In the old days one could rule New 
Mexico by coercion, threats, and bulldozing. That seemed to 
succeed until the railroad came.”
What the railroad brought to replace them was an influx of 
arts and sciences, New Mexico’s new future. Tuberculosis 
patients headed West, seeking “the cure.” Physicians came 
along, establishing clinics and hospitals throughout the state. 
Artists and photographers were drawn by the glorious vistas 
and magical light. 
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paragraphs

Create Transitions

show how each idea 
(paragraph) 
connects to the prior 
idea (paragraph)

Writing:
How can I introduce the next idea?

Editing:
How does this idea relate to the previous idea?

th
is

 is
 w

hat
 y

ou 
do
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transitions

words, phrases, and concepts at the 
end of one paragraph

reflect the

words, phrases, and concepts at the 
beginning of the next paragraph

76

transitions

paragraph 2
with a new idea

paragraph 1
with one idea

words, phrases, concepts
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transitions
“. . . Throughout the grades, teachers build this 
disposition by asking questions that help students 
find the mathematics in their experiences, and by 
encouraging students to persist with interesting but 
challenging problems. 

Students who can successfully solve problems are 
able to apply and adapt a variety of appropriate 
strategies. These strategies must receive 
instructional attention to assist students to learn 
them, and opportunities to use these strategies 
must be embedded naturally in the curriculum 
across the content areas . . . .”
(source: NCTM, 2000)
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transitions
. . .Beyond these official accounts, historical 
consciousness was also developed through 
the delicacy and strength of orality and 
memory.

There were many individuals who 
contributed to the documentation and 
preservation of historical records and facts 
after New Mexico's U.S. occupation. Most 
notable is Donaciano Vigil, . . . .

(source: http://www.newmexicohistory.org/about_us/history.php)



do this

TASK E
Circle and label the context, content, 
and conclusion of each paragraph.

Draw connecting lines to show the 
transitional words, phrases, and ideas

79
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academic language

•removing
“academic” words

•revising
“academic” sentences

•avoiding prepositional 
phrases
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nominalizations

key concept:

keep verbs as verbs

nominalization:
nouns made from verbs
and adjectives
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solving nominalizations
They started an investigation into our taxes.

The recommendation of the consultant was to 
sell.

The assurance of the consultant was desirable to 
us.

The result of this analysis is a dubious 
understanding of our commercialization.

They began investigating our taxes.

The consultant recommended selling.

We wanted the consultant to assure us.

We analyzed the problem but don’t know if we can make money.
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passive voice

key concept:

active voice good—

passive voice bad

passive voice:
uses the object as the subject, not the “doer”
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passive voice

active:
John  ate  the pie

passive:
The pie was eaten by John

subject
doer

verb
action

object

subject
object

verb
action

doer
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finding passive voice
After the restaurant was closed, the equipment rusted.

The equipment, which was used when purchased, was 
sold at a discount.

The financial projections prepared for us by the 
accountant showed that we had made steady growth.

Our paper supply needed to be replenished.

active voice

passive voice

active voice

passive voice

86

prepositional 
phrases

key concept:

prepositional phrases = 

dull and difficult
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prepositional phrases

The start of the war between Germany 
and France in Europe in the 1800s 
near the border of Belgium created 
problems with the trade of items 
manufactured by both sides of the 
conflict.
(10 prepositional phrases)

Ack! Fix this.

do this

TASK F
Revise the sentence to reduce

prepositional phrases
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which brings us 
back to...

89

Know, understand, and 
respect the reader.

The purpose of writing
is communication.
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Thank you
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presentation by:
David Bowman

Four Corners Teaching American History
Three Rivers Education Foundation

dbowman@ThreeRiversEducationFoundation.org

information and resources:
http://4cornerstah.wordpress.com 

http://hostileediting.com

instructional blogs:
http://preciseedit.wordpress.com

http://300daysofbetterwriting.wordpress.com
http://zencomma.wordpress.com


